The conductivity of Fe 3 O 4 drops two orders of magnitude below the Verwey temperature T v , known as the Verwey transition, due to the formation of charge ordering (CO). Here, we report the discovery of a large birefringence effect correlated with the CO in Fe 3 O 4 controlled by ultrafast-laser-assisted magnetic field cooling. The polarization rotation (PR) of the light reflected from a single crystalline Fe 3 O 4 film below T v shows a twofold symmetry as the cooling field (CF) rotates through 360
The conductivity of Fe 3 O 4 drops two orders of magnitude below the Verwey temperature T v , known as the Verwey transition, due to the formation of charge ordering (CO). Here, we report the discovery of a large birefringence effect correlated with the CO in Fe 3 O 4 controlled by ultrafast-laser-assisted magnetic field cooling. The polarization rotation (PR) of the light reflected from a single crystalline Fe 3 O 4 film below T v shows a twofold symmetry as the cooling field (CF) rotates through 360
• within the film plane. The maximum PR occurs for the CF parallel to the cubic 110 axes, and its amplitude depends on the sample orientation. These results are well interpreted by taking into account two CO patterns with orthogonal CO orientations, with their fractional areas determined by the ratio of the field components along the [110] and [110] axes. Our results indicate that application of the CF along 110 axes may result in the single orientation CO state, which is highly desirable for unraveling the subtle CO structure to better understand the driving mechanism of the Verwey transition. In addition, ultrafast pump-probe measurements reveal a diminishment of the twofold PR at 0.8 ps due to fast melting of the CO state by the ultrafast laser pulse. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.014103
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge ordering (CO) [1] has a profound impact on the transport properties of strongly correlated metal oxide systems. The CO formation drives the metal-insulator transition in magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ) [2] [3] [4] and colossal magnetoresistance manganite materials [5] [6] [7] . Furthermore, CO also plays a crucial role in superconducting materials [8, 9] and quasi-two-dimensional systems [10, 11] . Among various metal oxide systems, magnetite has the oldest history but is still under intensive study [12] [13] [14] [15] . In 1939, Verwey found that magnetite's conductivity rapidly drops two orders of magnitude below T v ∼ 125 K [16, 17] , and currently it is widely believed that the conductivity drop is primarily due to the ordered pattern of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ ions in the octahedral sites [13, 18, 19] . Accompanied by the formation of CO, magnetite also experiences a lattice distortion from the cubic to the monoclinic structure [20, 21] , with the monoclinic a and b axes along the 110 directions and the c axis along the 100 directions. Because the monoclinic c axis can be along any of the cubic 100 directions, multidomains may form below T v in bulk Fe 3 O 4 [22, 23] To better understand the driving mechanism of the Verwey transition, it is strongly desired to control the orientations of the c axis and the CO. A quasisingle domain of monoclinic structure can be achieved by applying a magnetic field along one of the 100 directions when cooling bulk Fe 3 O 4 below T v [24, 25] . The monoclinic c axis is then parallel to the cooling field (CF) direction. In spite of the long history of CF control of the c axis, control of the CO orientation has yet to be demonstrated.
In this paper, we present evidence that field cooling induced by an ultrafast laser can control CO orientations in a single-crystalline Fe 3 O 4 film. When below T v , the polarized light reflected from the Fe 3 O 4 film experiences a pronounced polarization rotation (PR) with a twofold symmetry when rotating the CF 360
• within the film plane. Such a twofold PR signal induced by field cooling exists only at temperatures below T v . This effect can be interpreted by taking into account the fractional areas of the two CO patterns with orthogonal CO orientations, which are determined by the ratio of the field/magnetization components along the [110] and [110] directions. Our results therefore suggest that application of a CF along the in-plane 110 axes of a single-crystalline Fe 3 O 4 film may yield the CO pattern with its CO orientation only along the CF. In addition, the ultrafast pump-probe measurements identified that the time scale of CO melting by the ultrafast laser pulse is less than 0.8 ps.
II. EXPERIMENT
Single crystalline Fe 3 O 4 films were deposited on MgO (001) substrates by evaporating Fe atoms with an oxygen pressure of 5×10 −6 Torr at 250
• C in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber [26, 27] . The film thickness was determined by the growth rate measured by a calibrated quartz thickness monitor. The sharp stripes of the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) prove the high-quality epitaxial growth of Fe 3 O 4 films. The morphology and crystal structure of our film were further characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), as shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) . We used a JEOL JEM-4010 working at 400 kV acceleration voltages. Cross-section as well as plane-view samples have been prepared by conventional technology. The clear atomic pattern in the cross-section TEM image indicates a good epitaxial growth of the Fe 3 O 4 film on the MgO substrate. In Fig. 1(c) , temperature-dependent transport measurement reveals a sharp resistivity change near T v ∼ 107 K for the 30-nm-thick film, confirming the Verwey transition. We observed that the T v becomes higher as the film thickness increases [28, 29] . The T v of the Fe 3 O 4 film in this paper is similar to that of the 40-nm-thick film reported in Ref. [30] . The lower transition temperature in the thin film than in bulk Fe 3 O 4 is usually attributed to the different thermal expansion between the film and the substrate [30] and the presence of antiphase boundaries (APBs) [28] . The dark-field plane-view TEM image in Fig. 1(e) confirms the existence of APBs in our sample, and the average APB domain size was analyzed as ∼35 nm, which is similar to that reported in Ref. [31] with the same film thickness. Usually, the APB domain size increases with the film thickness [31] .
For static PR measurements, we directed an s-polarized continuous wave (CW) laser (λ = 670 nm) on the sample with an incident angle of 45
• and measured the reflected light passing through an analyzer with its polarization within the horizontal incident plane. Figure 2 shows the schematic illustration of the setup to measure the PR induced by CO as well as the magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) [32] . When the offset angle θ a of the analyzer was set at a few degrees away from the extinction angle of the reflection beam, the change of the light intensity in the detector was proportional to the PR angle δ. By adding a quarter-wave plate between the sample and the analyzer, the ellipticity can be measured [32] . The sample was placed in a dewar that could control the sample temperature from 80 K to 300 K. A vector magnetic field was applied along arbitrary directions in the sample plane to serve as the CF, or external field (H ) [33] . We define the sample orientation θ s , CF direction θ CF , and H direction θ H as the angle of the [100] axis, CF, and H with respect to the horizontal x axis, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 . To speed up the static PR measurements with various θ CF , we implemented laser-assisted field cooling using femtosecond (fs) laser pulses. In this process, we kept the sample at the measured temperature below T v with a CF of 1000 Oe applied along the desired direction and directed a few fs laser pulses (150 fs, 800 nm, 1 kHz, and ∼2 mJ cm −2 ) on the sample to instantly heat it to above T v . The film was then cooled down to the measured temperature after heat diffusion within 1 ms. Each laser pulse in the pulse train actually reproduces the same field cooling process.
For ultrafast pump-probe measurements, the pump pulses (∼2 mJ cm −2 ) with a 1 kHz repetition rate were nearly perpendicularly incident on the sample. The probe beam (∼0.1 mJ cm −2 ) with spot diameter of 0.5 mm was spatially overlapped with the pump beam on the sample. We used s-polarized probe light at an incident angle of 45
• to probe the PR angle δ, with the same beam path used in the static PR measurements. • , H sweeping between ±1200 Oe at θ H = 0
• , and various θ CF . A clear feature in Fig. 3(a) is the hysteresis loop, which arises from the MOKE and corresponds to the magnetization reversal process. All these loops show nearly identical shapes and magnitudes, indicating a similar magnetization reversal process. However, the center of the hysteresis loops shifts vertically with respect to each other. This shift is even larger than the Kerr angle. By plotting the center of hysteresis loop, denoted δ c , as a function of θ CF from 0
• to 360 • [ Fig. 4 (a)], we can clearly see a twofold symmetry, with maxima at θ CF = 45
• and 225
• , i.e., CF along the 110 axes. This twofold δ c can be well fitted by a sinusoidal function A 2 sin(θ CF ), which will be further discussed below. Here, A 2 denotes the amplitude of the twofold δ c .
After each field cooling process with different θ CF , we also measured the PR signal as a function of θ H with H = 1 kOe and θ s = 0
• . It is well known that the Kerr signal changes with the magnetization orientation driven by the external field, and the shape of the δ(θ H ) curve is determined by the magnetic anisotropy of the film. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , except for shifting vertically with respect to each other, the measured δ(θ H ) curves with different θ CF show nearly identical shape, indicating that the different CF direction results in the same in-plane magnetic anisotropy.
To understand the origin of the twofold δ c , we further performed the above PR measurements at various sample temperatures. Figure 4 (a) shows δ c as a function of θ CF for various temperatures [34] , where we can also see a twofold symmetry at 104 K, but its amplitude is smaller than that at 80 K. In contrast, no twofold δ c is observed at 109 K. conclude that the emergence of the twofold δ c should be caused by the electronic, structural, or magnetic order transition across T v . It is also reasonable for the twofold δ c to decrease with the temperature, as the electron localization in the separated Fe 2+ /Fe 3+ chains increases with decreasing temperature [35] . To further confirm the correlation between the observed twofold PR and the field cooling through T v , we measured the twofold signal to obtain its amplitude as a function of the intensity of the pump light at different temperatures, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . It is clear that the pump light has a threshold intensity to induce the twofold PR signal, whose amplitude becomes nearly constant with stronger pump light. The threshold power of the pump laser is lower if measured at higher temperature. We define the critic power as the pump power under which the twofold amplitude is half of the maximum value and plot the temperature-dependent critic power in Fig. 4(d) . The critic power obviously decreases with the measurement temperature and extrapolates to zero at the temperature of ∼108 K, which is close to T v . This result further confirms that the emergence of the twofold PR signals is related to the Verwey transition. The twofold PR signal can exist only with the pump light strong enough to heat the sample above T v , so it requires a power threshold of the pump light. The threshold intensity decreases with the temperature and approaches zero at ∼T v .
It should be emphasized that the measured twofold signals shown in Fig. 3 are really due to the polarization change of the reflected light. The twofold signal is reversed when θ a changes from 1.6
• to −1.6 • , as shown in Fig. 5(a) . When θ a is set close to 90
• , the measured signal should be insensitive to the small change of PR angle and is only proportional to the total reflected light intensity. So the measured signal with θ a = 70
• being independent of θ CF [see Fig. 5(a) ] proves that the total reflected light intensity is not influenced by the field cooling. We also measured the polarization ellipticity by inserting a quarter-wave plate in the reflected beam path and compared it with the PR angle [ Fig. 5(b) ]. The measured ellipticity shows a similar behavior of a twofold signal as a function of θ CF .
Moreover, we found that the observed twofold PR signal does not change with the linear polarization orientation of the pump pulse, as shown in Fig. 5(c) , which can confirm the heating effect of the pump light. In this measurement, the field angle θ H during the measurement was set equal to θ CF , different from the experiments shown in Figs. 3 and 4, in which θ H was always fixed as 0°. Here the magnetization rotates with θ CF , thus the total signal should contain the twofold signal of the PR due to the field cooling and a onefold signal due to the magnetization rotation. The results in Fig. 5(c) show that both the twofold signal and the onefold signal are independent of the polarization orientation of the pump pulse.
IV. DISCUSSION

A. Origin of the PR signal with twofold symmetry
As shown Fig. 3 , the measured magnetic Kerr signal doesn't change with the different CF orientation, which strongly suggests that the obtained PR signal below T v is related to the electronic structure or the atomic structure. It is well known that below T v , the CO exists. The detailed structure of the CO is still under debate [18, 19, 36, 37] , and both the monoclinic P 2/c structure and the Cc structure were proposed in the literature. In both structures, the separated Fe 2+ (Fe 3+ ) chains are oriented along the cubic [110] or [110] axis in the case of the monoclinic c axis normal to the film plane. Figure 6 shows the typical CO patterns of Fe 3 
For θ s = 0 • , the expression of the PR angle is reduced to the same equation that we use to fit the twofold symmetry curves in Fig. 4(a) . Thus, this provides strong evidence that we can control CO patterns by field cooling in the Fe 3 O 4 film with its c axis normal to the plane. So far, the effect of magnetic field cooling on CO has never been reported in the literature; however, it has been shown that magnetite has a slightly lower energy for its magnetization along the a axis than along the b axis [40] , thus the separated Fe 2+ (Fe 3+ ) chains along the a axis have the tendency to align parallel to the CF direction in the field cooling process.
Equation (2) also indicates that the amplitude of the twofold PR angle δ c should be largest for θ s = 0
• but become zero for θ s = 45
• . This is because the main optic axis of the birefringence effect induced by the CO is always parallel (or perpendicular) to the polarization of the incident light for θ s = 45
• so that no PR signal can be expected in this situation. To examine our prediction, we performed the measurements as a function of the azimuthal angle of the sample at T = 80 K. Because of the instrument limitations, the sample could be continuously rotated only in a small range (∼15
• ), so we needed to reassemble the sample in the dewar system to accomplish the 90
• rotation measurement; thus, the absolute value of the PR signal could vary due to the different optic alignment after each sample assembly. However, we could separate the PR signal induced by the CO and the magneto-optical Kerr signal. The Kerr angle is expected to be independent of the sample orientation so that in order to minimize the influence of sample reassembly on the absolute value of the PR signal, we show below the rectified δ c the ratio of the absolute δ c and the magnetic hysteresis loop contrast A 1 , i.e., δ c = δ c /A 1 .
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the comparison of the rectified PR angle δ c obtained at θ s = 0
• and θ s = 45
• . We noted that δ c for θ s = 45
• also displays a twofold symmetry, but its amplitude is much smaller than that for θ s = 0
• . Moreover, the δ c curve for θ s = 45
• in Fig. 7(b) shows the minima at θ CF ∼ 45
• and the maxima at θ CF ∼ 135 • , which is opposite to that for θ s = 0
• in Fig. 7(a) . Actually, the δ c curves for any θ s all display a twofold symmetry that can be well fitted by a sinusoidal function δ c = A 2 cos(2θ s ) sin[2θ CF − φ c ], with the phase φ c depending on θ s . The amplitude of δ c is plotted in Fig. 7(c) , showing the maxima at θ s = 0
• and 90
• and a drop to nearly zero when θ s approaches 45
• . This behavior • phase change in the θ s range of 0 − 90 • , as shown in Fig. 7(d) . However, a significant deviation from the linear dependence occurs near θ s = 45
• . As we have pointed out above, no CO-induced PR signal is expected for the [110] axis parallel to the s polarization, i.e., θ s = 45
• , but we still observed a small PR signal for θ s = 45
• , as shown in Fig. 7 (b). Because this twofold PR signal exhibits a 90
• phase shift with respect to the CO-induced δ c , one can understand why φ c displays a significant deviation from linear dependence around θ s = 45
• . This phase shift also indicates the existence of other mechanisms different from the CO pattern to generate the twofold PR signal for θ s = 45
• . We notice that the monoclinic structure with the c axis within the film plane can result in the PR angle and ellipticity as a function of the CF in the form of
This PR signal shows a twofold symmetry, and it has a phase shift of 90
• with respect to that of the CO-induced twofold δ c . We thus infer the formation of monoclinic structure with the in-plane c axis within a small fraction of the film, which results in the small remaining twofold δ c for θ s = 45
• . When considering the twofold PR signal induced by both the CO and the in-plane c axis structures, the total PR signal as a function of the CF field orientation θ CF and sample orientation θ s can be written as
where A 0 = (A 2 cos2θ s ) 2 + (B 2 sin2θ s ) 2 and φ c = 2θ
|tan2θ s ). The phase φ c depends not only on θ s but also on the ratio of |B 2 /A 2 |. The φ c (θ s ) curve in Fig. 7(d) can be perfectly fitted to Eq. (4). The fitting yields |B 2 /A 2 | = 0.119. The small ratio of |B 2 /A 2 | indicates that the observed twofold PR signal is dominated by the CO induced by the field cooling. Using this ratio, we recalculated the amplitude of the rectified twofold δ c and plotted it as the blue curve in Fig. 7(c) .
It should be noted that the above discussions consider only the single atomic structure; however, as shown by the TEM image in Fig. 1(e) , the APBs exist in our Fe 3 O 4 thin film grown on the MgO substrate because the cation lattice parameter is twice that of the anion lattice [41] . The TEM images reveal that the density of the APBs in our Fe 3 O 4 film is similar to that reported in the literature [31, 42] . Due to the complicated atomic structure in the APBs, the CO state with two orthogonal orientations can exist only in the antiphase domains surrounded by the APBs. The lattices in the neighboring APB domains may shift 1/4 unit cell along 110 or 100 directions [42] and rotate by 90
• for the lattice shift by 1/4 unit cell along the 110 axis. It is important to point out that the CO orientation in different antiphase domains remains along the 110 or 110 axis in spite of these shifts even for a 90
• lattice rotation. Field cooling with the CF along the 110 axes may lead to the CO state with single CO orientation parallel to the CF in each antiphase domain, and thus CO states inside all the antiphase domains can be aligned along the same orientation by the field cooling. Therefore, for an ideal sample without any structural defect, it can be expected that the CF could induce the single CO domain with single CO orientation.
B. Ultrafast dynamic behavior of CO
Since the field cooling in our measurement was done with a fs ultrafast laser, we further studied how fast the CO state can be influenced by the ultrafast pump laser. Under the interaction of the pump pulses, we measured δ at T = 80 K with θ s = 0
• and H = 1000 Oe using time delayed probe pulses. Figure 8 (a) shows δ as a function of θ H at various time delays t. During this PR signal measurement, the pumping pulse was always on, and the field H can be considered as the CF during the field cooling process, i.e., θ H is equivalent to θ CF . When t < 0, δ shows twofold plus onefold symmetries as the field rotates 360
• . In contrast, only the signal with onefold symmetry remains at t > 0.8 ps. This symmetry change is essentially caused by the CO modulated by the pump pulse. The pump pulse instantly heats up the film above T v at t > 0.8 ps and destroys the CO; thus, δ simply corresponds to the MOKE signal, which changes with the applied field, yielding the PR signal with onefold symmetry. Afterwards, the heat slowly diffuses away, and the sample undergoes field cooling down to 80 K. This cooling process should last longer than 1 ns, since the δ signal only shows the onefold signal up to 1 ns. The cooling process should be finished within 1 ms; thus, a CO-induced twofold δ c can be expected to be superimposed on the onefold signal at the negative time delay ( t ≈ 1 ms). The phase of the twofold δ c in Fig. 8(a) is opposite to that in the static measurements in Fig. 3 , which is caused by the different wavelengths of the probing lights used in the static (λ = 670 nm) and dynamic (λ = 800 nm) measurements.
To better resolve the CO dynamics, we modulated the pump laser on and off to measure the transient δ change for a different field angle, θ H . During this pump-probe measurement, the CF and external field H are essentially identical. Figure 8(b) shows a rapid change of δ immediately after the pump pulse interaction due to the ultrafast melting of the CO state, and a slow recovery longer than 1 ns. The CO melting is complete within ∼0.8 ps. This time scale is in agreement with previous experimental results that showed a 1.5 ps time scale for the phase separation to yield residual insulating and metallic regions [43] . Therefore, the PR dynamics further confirm that the observed twofold δ c originates from the CO state induced by the field cooling.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we discovered that the PR of reflected light on a single crystalline Fe 3 O 4 film below T v can be manipulated by ultrafast laser assisted field cooling, which can be well explained by the CF field controlled fractional areas of the two in-plane CO patterns with orthogonal CO orientations below T v . Our model quantitatively agrees with the PR measurement as a function of sample orientation. The CO state can be melted at an extremely fast rate of less than 0.8 ps by a fs laser pulse. Our findings may help further understand the driving mechanisms of the Verwey transition in magnetite. We propose that the field cooling process is likely to affect CO orientations in other strong correlation systems with magnetoelectric coupling.
